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A. J. Leibling's freedom with the press
The Press
By A.j Leibitng
Pantheon. 555 pp., $6.95

My Michael Miner
.1. Liebling's press criticism
has its basic points, anc dominates the pack like S«:rgt£"i£t in
the Beltnont Stakes: •sub'.isJiers
are rich men ,vho view their
papers *s disposable assets useful in the meantime: m hailing
the work! ss it pleases rich ~ien.
to understand it. "Fresdo:n of
the press is guaranteed only to
those who own one/* is Liebling's most famous line, which,
it turns out., appears in parentheses (with Lkbiing, God is often
in the paresthc-ses). He was TTze
Afew Yorker's principal press
critic from 1945 until his death in
I963<
Liebiing never forgave the
Pulitzer heirs for shutting down
the New Ycrx World in 1931,
throwing out of work 2,867 employees, one of them the young
Liebiing. On ihs evidence cf The
Press, & recently reissued collection of his criticism, this catastrophe traumatize! Liebliag: it
shaped everything he would later
write about i.5ie press. i:'i'he end
of the World marked the bsginning of realism in the relation of
American newspaper employees
to their ;.mp!sysrs5s' lie would
write, :i The employ ws had been
realistic icr z. Ions v.^ff," He
said the heirs took $25 million in
profits out cf toe World, put
nothing; bs.f:V. an.ti abruptly sold
the World to Rcy Howard "or $5
million rncr;. The World c-sap>.ts i-icy/are's Evening

Liebiing's cold farewell to
William Randolph Hearst, who
died in 1951, is one of the highlights of this collection. Hearst
was an incompetent newspaperman, Liebiing argued persuasively, but he had inherited $30
million in mining stocks and he
spent it on talent and hoopla.
"When [Hearst] reached the
point, in the '20s, where the
store-bought empire had to support itself from its own earnings,
his long retreat began." Hearst's
lasting contribution to American
journalism was that "he made it
so expensive to compete that no
mere working newspaperman
has been able to found an important paper in this century."

The press he loved to hate.
Press reformers remember Liebiing as something of a god. He
had a long run at The New Yorker and wrote with great integrity
and felicity, and with a fetching
dualism: he clearly loved the
press as much as he regretted it,
and he really was quite easy to
please—simple good reporting
would do it. His dark suspicions
of publishers did not reduce the af- Leibting committed the rudeness of paying attention to the press,
_____
fection for him in the ranks. When and the result could be hilarious.
(MORE), the late New York jour- ered a frequent target, the right- in accord at last, huddled togethnalism review, scheduled a con- wing pundit Westbrook Pegler. er on the forward thwart of the
vention for the little folk in 1972, Liebiing had caught them both first lifeboat leaving the ship.")
simultaneous with a meeting of the committing the sin, flagrant
Liebiing knew nonsense when
American Association of News- among deep-feeling pundits, of he read it, and he read it every
paper Publishers at the Waldorf- doom-saying. (Stone: "The little day. This brings us to one of his
Astoria, the convention was nam- piano player in the White House favorite targets (after published in Liebling's memory.
is improvising his country's Got- ers), which he isolated by dividI.F. Stone got a man of the terdammerung." Pegler: "The ing into three groups—the jouryear award at that first Liebiing • awful truth seems to be that the nalistic working class. In ascendconvocation, and so I was amus- republic is dead." All this means ing order of self-satisfaction he
ed, reading The Press, to come is that neither man liked Tru- found: "1. The reporter, who
across Liebiing impaling Stone man, and Liebiing commented, writes what he sees. 2. The interon the same harpoon that skew- "I like to think of Peg and izzy, pretive reporter, who writes
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al sins
South
Original Stva
By Lisa Aither
Kficcf. 59! us,, $:3.SS

Mark Twain would ei«ain Lisa
Alther as ?. kindred sprit ia this
bitterly numerous evocation of
American politics s,r«i people.
And Fayikrtsr at h;s° funniest
would ssnse E sister sufferer
from the, South, Griginai Sins is
a better title for hsr fjrst book,
with its unforgettable scenss, including the classic of a couple
trying to copu'ate while efiained
to the ceiling;. Kinfllcs<s jest fits
th" r.inwnatir. sense 3" home
movies ;:l;at shapes ,iv.?; new
Jbook.
Wnociy Alien cnsgfct A.o be
forc-;;ri lie- pay the huge: rkbt he
owes Avnericai; weaken by making a oacvis c~i cf Ch:.s book. If
a review." cg.2 bs pardcnsd for
casting, I csir. ss-s Wscdy Alien
now as Rayrions Tst::cs ';l~.e hillbilly lrj:5lif;c-:uiil 'f/kz jces to

New York, becomes a civil rights
worker, abandons blacks for the
cause of white workers, tries to
organize a union in the Newland,
Tenn., mill and goes back to the
land, growing vegetables in the
hollow while his cousins concentrate on TV, modern plumbing
and cars. Emily Prince, the
Southern Princess who marries a
rich radical and ends up as a lesbian mother, is a perfect role for
Meryl Streep. And Diane Keaton
is a natural for Maria, the gorgeous, tough, intelligent New
York Jewish lesbian radical. (Alther has repented her original sin
in Kinflicks with its stereotypical
lesbian, by creating a whole new
version of Djuna Barnes' Ladies'
Almanack, in which the lesbians
are all ex-heterosexuals, beautiful, bored or angry with men.)
And there is a good part for Dolly Parton as Betty Boobs, the
high school whore with a heart
of gold, who marries Jed Tatro's
best friend and works in the mill.
Raymond's brother Jed is a

Good Old Boy with a vengeance,
a dumb football hero with
STUD on his license plates. He
marries the boss' daughter, Sally
Prince, an uptight little Southern
lady, who manipulates her homemaking image into a TV show.
Jed goes off to a motel with Betty, and they are mowed down by
a truck as they leave. This brings
the characters together at the
funeral with their assorted children.
The Tatro boys, the Prince
girls and Donny, the black son
of Kathryn, the Prince's maid,
were born into a Southern rural
idyll. They long for the pastoral
peace of childhood before race
and class and sex divided them.
Kathryn refuses to be raped by a
white man, belts him with a bottle,
and runs off to New York, which
is what separates the Five to begin
with. The five stories converge and
separate and converge again in a

Alther's novel
may be more
revealing of
the era than
an FoIA file.
very salty soap opera.
The stories of Jed Tatro and
Emily Prince and their causes,
from civil rights through the antiwar movement, to rural poverty programs, union organizing
to the women's movement and
lesbian vanguardism, are the
core of the novel. Anyone who
was caught up in them will alternately wince and howl at
Alther's wicked recreation of
meetings and arguments.
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what he sees and what he construes to be its meaning. 3. The
expert, who writes what he construes to be the meaning of what
he hasn't seen."
Liebiing enormously admired
reporters whc report, reporting
being, like homework to children, that thing newspapers will
do almost anything to avoid (it's
often expensive, for one reason).
Still, something found out and
explained can matter in the short
run, maybe even in the long.
Liebiing had no particular problem with the often useful interpreter, and was one himself. His
strengths and his limits as a critic
lay in his unwillingness to go
much beyond what he found inside the papers he read. He was a
student of the press' history, but
he did act pretend to the same
clarity about its future. He
would have fel: like the sort of
fraud he ridiculed.
Liebling's great skill was to
make the press hilarious just by
turning its pages and, as it were,
reading aloud. He did it the
rudeness of paying attention.

Old and new,
There is a genially archaic tint
to The Press. Reflecting its
times, the journalism that Liebiing cites is much more unbridled, raw, and unselfconscious
than either the press or the country today.
Liebiing was only 59 when he
died. Had he gone on writing another dozen years, he would
have observed the Vietnam war,
the Pentagon Papers and Watergate—events that altered journalism and the nation's soul.
Ccniinued on page 23
Sometimes it takes a work of
fiction to n ake us see our own
history more dearly. Our moral
indignation rouses us to collective action en specific issues that
outrage our consciences. We organize, demonstrate and retire
until the tic-<t issue cries out for
new committees. Original Sins resembles not ling more than those
Victorian novels about causes,
with one important exception.
Lisa Ailher has a sense of humor
worthy of the Wife of Bath,
though her pilgrims are not going to Canterbury, but to an intellectual a.id political Big Apple, candy-coated with progressive ideas and rotten at the core.
Think of al; our tax money the
FBI wasted taping antiwar and
civil sights meetings, when the
whole epoch ;an be repeated by
a novelist in 600 pages.
•
Jane Marcus leaches English at
the University of Tsxas at Austin.

by Nicole Hollander
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THE WEAVERS

Reunion gives
us strength
The Weavers Together Again
Loom Productions, Suite 2017,
250 W. 57th St., New York, NY
10107 (by mail only), $9.95

By Ron Radosh
Here, finally, is the record of
the historic 25th Anniversary
concert at Carnegie Hall (In
These Times, Nov. 26,1980) and
a beautiful job it is. The recording catches the spirit and excitement of the event and is produced with state-of-the-art technology so that we have a clearn
and crisp sound, so unlike the
discs of the '50s and "early '60s
we've»had to depend on till now.
Old timers will note that the
Weavers begin and end with a
touch of nostalgia—"Darling
Corey" and "We Wish You a
Merry Christmas"—exactly the
numbers used at the famous
1955 Christmas Eve concert at
Carnegie Hall. But this record
.offers more than nostalgia—it is
a living testament to the vitality
and strength of the Weavers'
music and. unique sound. Old
favorites are sung with fresh
verve and perfect blending of
voices, as in Merle Travis'
"Dark as a Dungeon," or oh
the soft strains of Pete Seeger's
lead on "Kisses Sweeter Than
Wine."
But the Weavers also take new
directions sometimes not too
successfully. Perhaps the strongest and most haunting piece of
music on the album is a new
work—their arrangement of
Holly Near's "Hay Una Mujer,"
a lament for a "disappeared"
Chilean woman. Ronnie Gilbert
sings lead on this, revealing the
power and dignity she can bring
to a song. As if they sought to
convey the unity of struggles of
the past and present, the Weav-

ers followed this in the oqpeert
(and on the record) with "Venga
Jaleo," one of the moving ballads sung by the International
Brigades, who volunteered to
fight Francois forces during the
Spanish Civil War. Pete Seeger
has been singing this since he recorded it back in the '30s, but this
time his banjo playing takes on a
mandolin-like quality, evoking
the flavor and feeling of Spain
and the battles of yesteryear.
Fred Hellerman offers a' soft
and lilting lullaby to his newborn
son, "Tomorrow Lies in the
Cradle," which enables us to see

what a fine musician and
crafHman he is. Lee Hays shines
in his introductory comments to
the classic carol about Paul and
Silas, "All Night Long." But the
Weavers fail on Holly Near's
"Something About the Women." While the song in one sense
reflects the concern of Ronnie
Gilbert for feminist issues, and
which gives her own performance a biting edge and strength
missing in earlier years, the
song's complex musical structures are not quite fitting for her
voice, and the song comes off as
preachy. That song, as well as
Hellerman's ersatz countrywestern "When I'm Down for
the Count," might just as well
have been replaced.
The record ends with Pete
Seeger outdoing himself on the
African chant "Wimqweh,"
and with Leadbelly's "Goodnight Irene," which the Weavers made the charts with in the
'50s. And finally, the record is
graced by Larry Josephson's

Pete Seeger today; inset, the Weavers then.
lovely liner notes. "An audience perience, and thank the Weavcomposed largely of skeptics, ers for showing us they can take
atheists, agnostics, and human- risks, and still be singing with
ists of the old and new left," he and for us after all these years. •
writes, "came close to a relig- Ron Radosh, a professor of
ious experience in Carnegie Hall American history at Queens
that night." Maybe a bit of an Community College, writes freexaggeration, but not much. quently on American folk music
Now, we can all share that ex- and culture.

FRED SMALL

Work songs for hard times
By Richard Udell
If you were at the MUSE "No
Nukes" rally at Battery Park in
1979, the 1979 convention of
District 8 Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers, this "year's labor-sponsored ^MafffPolfi H Sfrrisburg," El Salvador-inspired
"March on the Pentagon" or
the DSOC convention yofl probably heard, the music of Fred
Small, a 28-year-old singer-songwriter from Cambridge, Mass.
His repertoire includes songs
on nuclear power, workers'
rights and safety, sexism,
racism and the New Right. But
until recently you could only
hear him at a rally or in one of a
half-dozen New England coffee
houses. His newly-released "No
More Vietnams" on the single
For El Salvador and a debut al-

Not sold in stores/Available by mail only
Send $9.95 per album/includes postage & handling
Make checks payable to: In These Times, Dept. A,
1509 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60622.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.

Fred Small gets audiences on their feet.
bum scheduled for fall promise temporary music. A Phi Beta
that Small will be reaching new Kappa Yale graduate with a law
degree from the University of
audiences.
Small is an anomaly in con- Michigan, Small composed his
first song during finals of his
first semester at law school.
"My writing arose from my
sense of a vacuum," he explained. "I grew up with the topical
song explosion of the mid-'60s
and knew first-hand the power
and persuasiveness of songs that
dealt with vital issues." In the
mid-'70s, though, the songs of
people like Phil Ochs and Torn
Paxton were no longer getting
airplay. Small's lyrics closely resemble those of Ochs in humor
and criticism, though not in sarcasm.
What began as a pastime became a career last September
when Small left his post as an
environmental attorney with the
Conservation Law Foundation
of New England to devote himself to music.
Both his love of music and his
concern for the issues he sings
about come through loud and
clear. His philosophy is much
like that of Woody Guthrie.
Songwrtting is, for him, an organizing technique. "Music can
carry people through hard times.
"The Weavers: Together
That's why we have work songs
Name
—because it makes work easier."
Address
At rallies and conventions he
City/State/Zip
specializes in songleading. For
him sing-alongs are "the cultural
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analogue to participatory democracy."
"Music is an incredibly effective means of communication,
less threatening than a speech or
an editorial," he said. Few of his
songs are preachy. Several have
a rallying effect. His tune
<j
'Stand Up" never fails to unite
an audience in song, let along get
ttem on their feet. The refrain
goes, "Stand up, stand up/ tell,
'em you're here/ Shout it loud
for the whole world to hear/
they're long- overdue for a kick
in the rear/ stand up and tell 'em
you're here."
Small's best songs, and the
ones he admires most of other
performers, tell a story. In the
tradition of Pete Seeger, Small
uses stories as a way to get people interested in an issue. Seeger
has said, "A rhymed editorial is
worse than useless. Phooey. Underline this: An editorial in
rhyme does not make a song."
Small agrees.
"Don't sing 'Capitalism is unjust!" he said. "Sing instead the
story of a worker fired for trying
to organize a union, a town exploited and abandoned by a runaway plant or a community that
sets up its own health care
clinic." In his song about El Salvador Small tells of women
raped and tortured, the struggle
of the poor and the savagery of
the U.S.-backed junta.
Another of his songs, to appear on the forthcoming album,
first appeared in different form
in the pages of In These Times.
"Letter for May Alice Jeffers"
was adapted from a letter to the
editor describing this elderly
black woman's life in a 1978 issue. His precision fingerpicking
and facility with meter promise
to make this song a classic. •
Richard UdeU is an organizer for
the Critical Mass Energy Project, the Nader anti-nucleargroup
in Washington, D.C. "For El
Salvador" is available from Boston Mobilization for Survival, 13
Sellers St., Cambridge, Mass.
02139 for $2.00 plus 85* postage. The album will be out in
September.

